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I
n the book Missing Pieces:A coping Guide for the

Families of Head Injury Victims, Maril yn Colter

Maxwell wrote, “Li ving with head injury is like trying

to work a jigsaw puzzle without all the pieces.” You may

have felt this way at times since your family member was

injured.  Even if you have not felt this way, you may still

have some questions about the injury and some concerns

about the changes it has caused in your life.  We hope that the

following information will help to answer some of your

questions and help you learn some things to make your

everyday lif e a little easier.
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THERE ARE 2 TYPES OF TBI:

■ Closed head injurieshappen when the brain is damaged without opening of the skull.
Think of the brain as being like jello in a container. If you move the con-

tainer quickly then suddenly stop it,the jello will bounce off the sides
of the container. In the same way, the brain bounces off the skull
when the head stops suddenly after being in motion. Damage to
the brain is caused by bruising and bleeding within the brain,tear-

ing and stretching of nerve cells,swelling of the brain,and the build-
ing up of extra fluid. 

■ Penetrating (open) head injurieshappen when a sharp object goes through the skull
and enters the brain tissue. Examples of objects that can cause a penetrating brain
injury are a bullet, a sword, and a knife. In these
cases,the most damage occurs to the part of the brain
that the object goes through. But damage to other
parts of the brain can occur because of bleeding and
swelling. 

The brain controls most of our abilities, including memory, speech, vision,movements,making
decisions,and our ability to get organized and get things done. Our brains also affect our emo-
tions,such as whether we feel sad or happy, or whether we’re easy-going or irritable. The brain
is divided into many parts,and each part controls different abilities and behaviors. For example,
one part may be important for talking and another part may be important for understanding other
people’s speech. Brain injury can lead to different problems, depending on the parts of the
brain that are damaged. Each person’s brain is like everyone else’s in some important ways,
but each brain is also unique. Because of this,there are some problems that are the same for all
persons with brain injury, and some that are different for each person.
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CHAPTER 1
What is a Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI)?

ATBI is an injury to the brain caused by something outside the body. It is different from a
stroke, which is caused by something inside the body: weak blood vessels,blood clots,etc.

There are many things that can cause a TBI.  Some of them are: a car accident; a hit to the head
with a bat, bottle, or other object; hitting the head during a fall; or a gunshot wound to the head. 
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CHAPTER 2

What Problems May Your Loved One Have After TBI and 
What Can You Do To Help?

ATBI interferes with the way the brain normally
works. The nerve cells in the brain can no longer

send information to each other the way they normally
do. This causes changes in the person’s behavior and
abilities. The injury may cause different problems,
depending upon the parts of the brain that were most
damaged. There are 3 general types of problems that
can happen after TBI: physical problems; problems
with thinking abilities; and changes in feelings and
behaviors. Most people have some problems in all 3
areas,but the exact types of problems will differ. Not all people have the exact same problems
after injury. However, no one’s brain works as well after injury and it may take a long time before
the person can return to the activities they did before injury. Some people will never be able to
return to all the activities they did before injury, but they may return to some. The following prob-
lems are common after TBI. Keep in mind that your loved one may or may not have each of these
problems-everyone is different. Below each list of problems,we are suggesting some things that
may help you and your loved one to get around the problems.
Again, not all things will work for everyone. We can help you to
choose the ones that are right for you and your loved one. 

PROBLEMS WITH PHYSICAL ABILITIES

MOVEMENT PROBLEMS

■ Moves much more slowly.
■ Difficulty picking up small objects and 

moving them around
■ Weakness on one side of the body (or

weakness in arms or legs)
■ Seems more clumsy, uncoordinated, or

unsteady when standing or walking
(for example, loses balance easily)

■ Bumps into things

Chapter 2 What Pr oblems Ma y Your Lo ved One Ha ve and What Can You Do To Help?

3 types of pr oblems after
brain injur y:

• physical pr oblems
• problems with thinking (f or

example , memor y)
• chang es in emotions and

behavior s

Hello, I’m Mrs. Smith. My son, Tim,
had a brain injury in a car accident 6
months ago. After his injury, Tim
moved much more slowly and was off
balance a lot. He also seemed to be
tired all the time.
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT MOVEMENT PROBLEMS:
■ Accept that your family member will take longer to walk and to move

around. Allow extra time to get to appointments. 
■ Ask the doctor if your family member can have a referral for a

physical therapist, who can help with improving balance and
movement. 

■ Ask your doctor if there is any equipment that can help,such as
a walker or cane.  

■ Place things within easy reach so your family member can get to things easily.
■ Help them when they are picking up small objects,such as coins,pencils,etc. Ask your

doctor if there is some equipment that can help with this.

VISUAL PROBLEMS

■ Double or blurred vision
■ Trouble seeing things in some parts of space (for example, can’t

see things in left side of space). 

WHAT TO DO ABOUT VISUAL PROBLEMS:
■ Tell your doctor about the problem. Ask to see to an ophthalmologist (a doctor that

works with the eyes). Often,glasses that worked before the injury won’t work after
because of changes in vision. Your family member may need a new prescription.

■ Don’t let your family member drive until a doctor says it is O.K.

TROUBLE TASTING AND SMELLING

■ Complains that foods don’t taste the same; may use a lot of extra salt
or other spices.

■ Does not smell things burning on the stove, smoke from a fire, or leak-
ing gas.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP GET AROUND PROBLEMS WITH TASTE
AND SMELL:
These problems may not go away, but your loved one can live safely in spite of them.

■ Add extra spices to their food (try to use spices other than
salt because too much salt can cause health problems).
■ Have a smoke alarm in the house so your family member
does not have to rely on smell to know that there’s a fire. A car-
bon monoxide detector would also be a good idea.
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TIRED A LOT/INCREASED FATIGUE

■ Always complains of feeling tired.
■ Sleeps longer than usual at night,or sleeps a lot of

the day.
■ Can only do a little activity at a time. For example,

must sleep several hours after a trip to the grocery
store.

WHAT TO DO ABOUT TIREDNESS:
■ Understand that feeling tired is normal after injury. 
■ Allow extra time for rest between activities.
■ Schedule shorter activities at first,and gradually increase activity little by little as your

family member gets stronger.
■ If your family member has trouble sleeping at night,talk to your doctor about medica-

tions that could help.
■ Schedule important appointments and activities for times of day when your family

member is most awake and alert.

PROBLEMS WITH THINKING ABILITIES

MEMOR Y PROBLEMS

Most people have some type of memory problem after injury. Here are a few of the most com-
mon ones:

■ forgetting appointments
■ forgetting peoples’names
■ needing to have things repeated many times
■ taking longer to learn new information
■ forgetting things very quickly
■ frequently losing or misplacing things (like keys,wallet,etc.)
■ forgetting to take medications or forgetting they were taken and taking them again
■ repeating questions or the same story over and over again

Most people can remember information that they knew well before injury. But they have trou-
ble learning and remembering new information.

Feeling tired is nor -
mal after injur y. Your
famil y member
should star t with
shor t activities and
increase them little
by little when he is
str ong er.



WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP WITH MEMORY PROBLEMS:
■ Help your family member make a memory book. This

can be as simple as a notebook divid-
ed into sections or as fancy as an
electronic organizer. Help your
loved one to decide what sections
should be in the memory book.
Possible sections include: a calen-
dar; daily lists of things to do; and
an address book with important
phone numbers and addresses.
Everyone’s needs are different,so you
should add sections that would be
important for your family member. Make sure that the notebook is part of your family
members’ daily routine. In order for the book to help them,they need to carry it with
them everywhere and use it often. 

■ Allow extra time for your family member to learn new things. Keep in mind that they
will learn more slowly than they did before the injury. 

■ Repeat things that you want them to remember more than once. Repeating things over
and over makes it more likely that they will remember.   

■ Write all important information down for them. For example, if
you want them to do some chores during the day, write them
down on a list. Have them check each chore off as it is done.
Write down instructions  to new places.

■ Keep household items in specific places. For example, have a
hook for keys or a special drawer for medical papers. Label

drawers with the contents. You may also want to write
the locations of different items in the memory book. 
■ Buy a pill box and label each dose with the time and day that they should
be taken. Each dose should go in a different section of the box to avoid con-
fusion.

August 15, 2001

Appointments:

8:00 Take medicine

9:00 Dr. Kay

2:00 Lunch with Tom

3:00 Physical Therapy

6:00 Bible class

Things to do:

❒ Take out trash

❒ Call about SSDI

❒ Get a Birthday

Card for Mom
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ATTENTION PROBLEMS 
Sometimes what seems to be a memory problem can really be a problem with attention. Your fam-
ily member may not be able to make new memories because they have a hard time paying atten-
tion to things. Here are some common attention problems:

■ Trouble keeping their mind on one thing and ignoring things around them
■ Easily distracted by noises that wouldn’t have bothered them before (e.g., trouble lis-

tening to a conversation in a crowded restaurant because they are distracted by other
people talking and moving around)

■ Trouble concentrating on reading
■ Difficulty doing more than one thing at a time (e.g., watching T.V. and cooking a meal;

answering the phone and watching the children)
■ Difficulty “switching gears” or changing focus from one thing to

another (e.g., may continue to do things the wrong way even after
you explain why things should be done a different way)

■ Often disagrees with you about what you or someone else said

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO IMPROVE ATTENTION:
■ Make sure your home is free of clutter. Keep things organized. Try

to keep things in the same place without chang-
ing things around much. 

■ Make sure that everything is put away except
the things they are working with. For example,
if your family member is going to cook a meal,
have in sight only the things they need for that
meal. 

■ When telling your family member something
you want them to pay attention to,turn off the
T.V., radio,etc. Make sure there are not a lot of
other people around to distract them. Don’t leave the T.V. or radio on all the time, but
only when someone wants to hear it.

■ Make sure your family member works on only one thing at a time. 
■ Encourage them to take notes when reading something that they
need to remember. If they liked to read for pleasure before but
have difficulty doing so now, consider buying some books on
tape. That way they can listen and replay parts that they forget
or don’t understand.
■ If your family member gets stuck on one idea or task,gently

direct their attention to a new task or idea. For example, say “We are no
longer talking about that; we are now talking about....”

My name is Mrs. Jones. My son,
Richard, had a head injury from a
sports accident. At first I thought
he was ignoring me, but then I real-
ized he was having trouble paying
attention. Now I turn off the T.V. or
radio when I talk to him, and I ask
him to repeat what I told him.
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LANGUAGE PROBLEMS 

■ Difficulty finding the right words to tell others what they want to say
■ Talking around a topic, never really getting to the point; getting off topic when telling

a story or answering a question
■ Trouble understanding what others say to them
■ Difficulty keeping up with a conversation especially if talking to more than one person
■ Difficulty starting a conversation.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO GET AROUND LANGUAGE PROBLEMS:
■ Allow more time for your family member to answer you or explain what he or she

wants. Encourage them to speak slowly and not to be nervous about finding the right
word. 

■ Encourage them to use gestures or signals (for example, hand motions and facial
expressions) to help express themselves. 

■ Develop a signal that will let your family member know when they
have gotten off topic. For example, you could hold up your index fin-
ger to let them know they are off topic. If signals don’t work, try say-
ing, “We were talking about... “ Remember to use kind words and a
gentle tone of voice. This will make it easier for your family member
to accept what you say.

■ When talking to your family member, ask every so often if they under-
stand what you’re saying. Ask them to repeat the information to you.  

■ Encourage them to ask for information to be repeated. Let them know they shouldn’t
be embarrassed about asking others to repeat things; we all have to do this sometimes. 

■ Try to have only one person at a time speaking to them.
■ Praise them when they start conversations on their own.

VISUOSPATIAL PR OBLEMS 

■ Difficulty seeing things on one side, usually the left side
■ Bumping into things,usually on the left side
■ Difficulty recognizing shapes and telling the difference between shapes
■ Difficulty finding their way around, especially in new places.

Chapter 2 What Pr oblems Ma y Your Lo ved One Ha ve and What Can You Do To Help?
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HOW TO HELP WITH VISUO-SPATIAL PROBLEMS:
■ Arrange things in the house to make it easier on them. For example, if they are

cooking a meal,put all the things they need on their good side. If they have trou-
ble looking toward the left side when reading, draw a red line down the left side of
one page to draw their attention to the beginning of the line. 

■ If you’re worried about safety, make sure that another adult is there when your fam-
ily member is cooking or using tools or appliances that could be dangerous.

■ Carefully check their driving ability. If you are worried
about safety, do not let them drive until you have them
checked by a doctor. Talk to your doctor about your con-
cerns. There are special driving programs that can test
their driving safety (see Driver’s Rehabilitation Services
in Appendix).

■ Show them around new places many times. Do not send
them to new places alone.

SLOWED THINKING AND RESPONDING
■ Takes longer to answer questions.
■ Takes longer to understand things he

understood easily before. 
■ Takes a long time to react to things

(this may be dangerous in emergency
situations or when driving)

WHAT TO DO ABOUT SLOWED 
THINKING AND RESPONDING:
■ Allow extra time for them to answer

questions,read things,or learn new
information.

■ Your family member may react more slowly to other cars when driving. Limit their
driving and talk to your doctor about it. Sometimes persons with injury will insist
on driving no matter what you tell them. If this happens,take them to the driver’s
license agency and let them take the driving test. If they fail the test,the blame will
be taken away from you. 

■ Your family member may think less quickly in an emergency situation. Write down
emergency procedures and stick them on the refrigerator, by the phone, etc. For
example, you could make a drawing that shows what to do in case of fire or in case
a child gets hurt.

My name is Mrs. Brown. My daugh-
ter, Alice, had a head injury result-
ing from a diving accident. Since her
injury, she can’t think as quickly as
before. This makes me worried
about what she will do in an emer-
gency, so I’ve talked to her about
emergency situations. We also have
a checklist of what to do posted on
the refrigerator.

Chapter 2 What Pr oblems Ma y Your Lo ved One Ha ve and What Can You Do To Help?



■ Encourage your family member to ask others to slow down or repeat information if
they have trouble understanding what has been said. 

PROBLEMS WITH ORGANIZA TION
■ Difficulty organizing their time to get things done (e.g., may tell someone they can be

at a party at the same time they have a doctor’s appointment) 
■ Trouble setting goals,planning the correct steps to reach a goal,or completing the steps

to reach a goal
■ Trouble completing tasks in the correct order

(e.g., does not put soap in the washing machine
when washing clothes)

■ Trouble getting ready for daily appointments,
school,or work

HOW TO HELP WITH ORGANIZATION 
PROBLEMS:
■ The memory book described in the mem-

ory section can help with organization
problems as well. Have them use it to
keep track of their daily schedule and
things that they need to do. It is impor-
tant that they check it every day.
Checking the book should be part of
their routine. For example, they could
check it during every meal.

■ Break activities down into smaller steps. For example, getting
ready to leave the house in the morning can be broken down into taking a show-

er, getting dressed, eating breakfast,getting stuff together, and leaving the
house. For some people, the steps may need to be broken down further (for

example, putting on underwear, then shirt, then pants,combing hair,
etc.)

■ Use checklists to help them organize activities. The check list can
be used to organize daily activities, such as household chores. It
can also be used to keep track of the steps for a particular chore.

A check list can be made for different kinds of activities. They can check off the steps
as they do them. 

■ If your family member has trouble getting organized to leave the house in the morning,
have them get some things ready the night before. For example, they can choose what
they will wear the night before and lay the clothes out. You can also use a check list to

9
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❏ Pick out clothes to wear.
❏ Lay clothes on bed.❏ Take a shower.❏ Brush teeth.❏ Get dressed.❏ Comb and fix hair.❏ Make & eat breakfast.❏ Take medications.❏ Feed the dog.❏ Get things together.❏ Memory book ❏ Wallet

❏ Keys
❏ Lunch

Getting Ready in the Morning
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help them get ready in the morning. Put all the things they have to do on the list and
have them check each thing off as it’s done. A sample check list for getting ready in the
morning is shown on page 9. You can change this list to fit your family members’needs. 

TROUBLE SOLVING PROBLEMS
■ Makes quick decisions without thinking about what will happen
■ Seems to get stuck between different choices and can’t pick between them
■ Seems to get stuck on one idea and can’t consider other choices
■ Tries to solve problems in ways that don’t makes sense

HOW TO HELP WITH PROBLEM SOLVING:
■ Help your family member to work through the problem solving steps shown in the back

of the book. Teach them to think this way whenever they have a problem to solve or a
decision to make.

■ Talk with your family member about the fact that they may
have difficulty solving problems and making important
decisions. Encourage them to ask for help.

CHANGES IN BEHAVIORS AND EMOTIONS
Family members often complain that their loved one is just not the
same person after injury. A piece of them seems to be missing-a piece
that was important to making them the person they were before.
Family members often find it difficult to accept these changes in their
loved one’s personality. The first step in adjusting to
these changes is to realize that they are due to the
brain injury. Your family member is not trying to act
in a different way, and they cannot make themselves
return to the way they were before injury. Following
are some of the most common changes in behavior
and emotions. Keep in mind that your family mem-
ber may not have all these problems,and that they
may have some which are not on the list.

Chapter 2 What Pr oblems Ma y Your Lo ved One Ha ve and What Can You Do To Help?

My name is Joe Johnson and my wife,
Judy, was also injured in a car acci-
dent. The hardest thing for me was
that she didn’t seem to be the same
person after her injury. At first, I
thought she was being difficult on
purpose and could change if she tried
hard enough. Her doctor helped me to
understand that the personality
changes were due to her injury, and
she could not make herself be the
way she was before.
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LACK OF MOTIVATION AND TROUBLE GETTING STARTED ON THINGS
(DECREASED INITIA TION)

■ Seems to sit all day staring at the T.V. 
■ Doesn’t seem interested in the things he or she liked to do before
■ Needs to be reminded to bathe or brush their teeth
■ Knows what needs to be done, but just doesn’t seem to be able to get started

HOW TO HELP YOUR FAMIL Y MEMBER BE MORE ACTIVE:
■ Accept that this problem is a result of the brain injury. Your family member is not being

lazy.
■ Come up with daily activities for them to do. You may ask them what activities they

would like to do,but don’t be surprised if they say they don’t want to do anything. You
may have to choose activities for them at first. Give them a choice among 2 or 3 dif-
ferent activities. Make the activities a part of their routine, so that it will become a habit
for them. 

■ Make checklists (see Figure on page 9) to help them complete activities.
■ Find something that they really like, maybe a certain food or a T.V. show. Use it to

reward them for being more active. For example, if they take a walk around the block
in the afternoon,they can have some ice cream. 

■ Get them involved in a support group for persons with TBI. Get them involved with
doing volunteer work at a church, neighborhood clinic, etc.

DENIAL OF PROBLEMS/LA CK OF AWARENESS
■ Never seems concerned, as if nothing is different.
■ Insists that they can do things just as well as before the injury. Or wants to do activi-

ties that you know they can’t do.
■ Complains that the doctors and you “don’t know what you’re talking about.”
■ Blames other people for the things they can’t do (e.g., “I can go back to work, but the

doctor won’t let me”).

HOW TO HANDLE DENIAL OR LACK OF AWARENESS:
■ Be patient with your family member. Your family member is not ignoring problems on

purpose. Sometimes the brain injury makes a person unable to recognize problems.
Other times denial is a way of dealing with what they have lost. 

■ Point out problems when they occur, but do this in a kind and calm way. Do not yell
or get angry with them.

■ When it is safe, let them make mistakes on their own. This may sometimes be the only
way to make them see what problems they have. Remember to talk things over with
them after they make the mistake. Help them think of a way to get around their prob-
lems next time.
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DEPRESSION 
■ Seems sad a lot of the time and keeps to him or herself. Doesn’t seem to be interested

in talking with other people.
■ Has lost interest in things he or she once enjoyed.
■ Has difficulty sleeping or sleeps too much.
■ Seems to have no energy.
■ Has little appetite.
■ Says things like “It would have been better if I had died in the accident.”

WHAT TO DO ABOUT DEPRESSION:
■ Understand that feeling sad is a normal part of your family member trying to deal with

what they’ve lost. Depression can be a good sign because it means that your family
member has become aware of the problems they are facing.

■ Talk with your family member’s doctor about the possibility of depression and whether
medication might help. Keep in mind that many signs of depression are also symptoms
of the brain injury. Just because your family member has one of these problems does-
n’t always mean that they are depressed. These problems are more likely to mean
depression if they happen months after the accident rather than soon after it.  

■ Offer to talk to your family member about their feelings. Let them know that you sup-
port them and that you realize how much the injury has changed things. 

■ Get your family member involved in activities that will take their minds off feeling sad.
Activities where they can help others may be especially helpful, but any increased
activity would be a good thing. Exercise can be especially good.

■ Have your family member see a professional that under-
stands brain injury, such as a rehabilitation doctor.

INAPPROPRIATE OR EMBARRASSING BEHAVIOR
■ Tells strangers about personal matters that people are usually

quiet about.
■ Asks personal questions of others he does not know well.
■ Makes embarrassing sexual comments or gestures in public.
■ Cusses a lot.

After the injury, I didn’t want to
take Richard around other people
because I’d never know what he
might say to embarrass me. But we
worked out a system so that if I
gave him a signal he would stop
talking. Then he would get a special
reward when we got home.
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WHAT TO DO ABOUT INAPPROPRIATE OR EMBARRASSING BEHAVIOR:
■ Calmly let your family member know that this behavior is wrong and bothers other

people. Do not yell or lose your temper. That may cause your family member to act in
a more inappropriate way.

■ Come up with a signal that you can use to let your family member know when he or
she is acting inappropriately. For example, you could hold up your hand to signal
“stop”, shake your head no,or say a special word you have both agreed on. Make sure
that you practice this with your family member so that they know what the signal
means.

■ Set up a reward system for your family member. If they go on an outing without doing
anything inappropriate, they can have a reward of their choice. Remember that the
injury makes it hard for them to always act appropriately. The goal should not be to
have no inappropriate actions at all. You can start off with the goal of not more than
one. Or you may make the goal that your family member will stop inappropriate talk
or actions when you give the special signal. As time goes on you can increase the goal,
so that it is eventually, no inappropriate talk or actions. Be sure to praise your family
member whenever he or she goes on an outing and acts appropriately. 

■ If you get into a situation where your family member is embarrassing you by acting
inappropriately, stop whatever activity you are doing. For example, if you are in the
mall, return home immediately. This will help your family member to learn that they
can only go out with you if they act appropriately.

■ Don’t let this behavior run your life. Don’t avoid going out with your family member
in public. Use some of the above techniques to help you deal with the problem.

ANGER AND TEMPER TANTRUMS
■ Becomes angry at things that never bothered him or her before.
■ Yells a lot.
■ Uses bad language.
■ Throws objects or slams fists into things,slams doors,etc.
■ Threatens family members or others.
■ Hits, pushes,or otherwise hurts family members or others.

HOW TO HANDLE ANGER AND TEMPER TANTRUMS:
■ Understand that being irritable and getting angry easily is due to the brain injury. Try

not to take it personally.
■ When possible, ignore bad behavior like yelling or cussing. Paying too much attention

to it can sometimes make the behavior worse.
■ Set some rules for communication. Let your family member know that it is not accept-

able to yell at, threaten,or physically hurt others. Let them know that you will not talk
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to them when they act this way. Tell them that it is O.K. to let
you know when they’re upset about something, but that they
need to do it in a calm way.

■ Refuse to talk to your family member when they are yelling or
throwing a temper tantrum. Go to another room where you can
close the door and be separated from them. Or go to a neighbor’s
house if you feel O.K. leaving your family member alone.
Before going, let them know that you will
come back in 5 or 10 minutes and will be
willing to talk to them if they are calm and
pleasant,but that you will leave again if
they are not. When they have calmed down,
you can discuss the matter that made them
angry if you think it’s still important.
Sometimes,persons with brain injury fly
off the handle at little things that might not
be worth bringing up again. You can make
the decision. 

■ Reward your family member for discussing the problem that upset them in a calm and
pleasant way. Let them know how pleased you are, and let them know that what they
think is important.

■ If you feel afraid that your family member may hurt you,your children,or anyone else,
discuss this with your doctor or psychologist. You may need to consider having your
family member live somewhere else.

OVERLY EMOTIONAL (LABILITY)
■ Seems like they can be laughing one minute and crying the next
■ Laughs at things that are not funny; for example, laughs when someone is hurt or dies
■ Cries easily at things that would not have upset them before

HOW TO HANDLE OVERLY EMOTIONAL BEHAVIOR:
■ Do not yell at your family member-it is not their fault. 
■ Do not pay too much attention to the behavior. For example, if they begin crying loud-

ly during a television show, try to ignore it. Paying attention to it may increase the
behavior.

■ If possible, remove the thing that they are reacting to. For example, change the topic of
the conversation, change the television station, etc.

■ This problem will be worse in times of stress. Try to avoid putting your family mem-
ber in stressful situations.

When Alice is angry or upset, me
yelling at her seems to make it
worse. It works much better if I
leave the room and come back to
talk to her later, when she is more
calm.
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Chapter 2 What Pr oblems Ma y Your Lo ved One Ha ve and What Can You Do To Help?

IMPULSIVITY (A CTING QUICKL Y WITHOUT THINKING)
■ Says whatever comes to his or her mind, without thinking first
■ Does whatever he or she wants to without regard for what happens 
■ Does things that are dangerous (e.g., walks into street without looking for cars)

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP CONTROL IMPULSIVITY:
■ Stop them when they are acting without thinking. Talk calmly to them about the con-

sequences of what they are doing.
■ Develop a special signal that will let them know when they are doing something inap-

propriate (e.g., holding up a finger or saying a special word).
■ Give them a reward when they think before acting. Let them know that they will get

this reward if they act in an appropriate manner. 
■ Remove items that could be used dangerously. For example, hide the car keys if you

think they will drive when they’re not supposed to. Avoid keeping guns,knives,or
other weapons in the house.
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You probably noticed that
your loved one made a lot

of gains in the first few months
after injury. In the hospital,you
were probably relieved and
hopeful the first time he or she
walked, talked, or showed any
improvement. Your family member may still be improving, but not as fast as earlier. Many fami-
ly members have questions about what they can expect in the long term. Below are some gener-
al “rules of thumb”about what improvements to expect. Please keep in mind that everyone is dif-
ferent and that your family member may show somewhat different improvement. 

■ The fastest improvement happens in about the first 6 months after injury. During this
time, your family member will likely show many improvements and may seem to be
getting better all the time.

■ You will still notice some improvements happening between 6 months and 1 year after
injury. However, the changes may not happen as fast as the ones you first saw, and you
may notice that the changes are smaller.

■ The period between 1 and 2 years after injury is different for different people. Some
people show more improvement. This may be especially true if they had a lot of med-
ical problems during the first year that get better in the 2nd year. Other people start to
level off and show very little improvement between 1 and 2 years. For people who
show improvement,the changes usually happen very slowly.

■ Most professionals agree that people usually show little change after 2 years. Most
people continue to have some problems,although they may not be as bad as they were
early after injury. Some common problems that tend to last longer are slowed thinking,
memory and attention problems,and problems getting organized. However, many peo-
ple are able to return to their activities in spite of problems. For example, people may
go back to work, return to school,take care of their household, or return to other activ-
ities that they did before injury. 

■ What makes the difference in who can do these activities? Part of it is due to the type
of injury and how severe it was. This is the part that you and your family member can-
not control or change. However, part of it is also due to whether your family member
can use your help to get around the problems. Two people with the same problems may
have different outcomes depending on how they go about getting around their prob-
lems. The amount of support they have can also make a difference. For example, a per-
son with a boss who is understanding and willing to help is more likely to go back to
work and keep their jobs. Having support from family and friends can also help. Many
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Chapter 3 How Long Will These Pr oblems Last?

people with injury become socially isolated. Their friends often stop coming around
and they feel lonely. You can help them to find other supports,such as friends,church
groups,brain injury support groups,etc. 

■ Even when your family member improves,they may still need help with certain things
from time to time. One of the things people often need help with is handling finances.
They may need help remembering to pay bills or keeping up with their checkbooks.
They may have difficulty with spending more money than they have or making finan-
cial decisions. If you are really worried about your family member’s ability to handle
their money, you may want to talk to a lawyer about obtaining legal guardianship. This
means that you can make decisions for them in order to protect them from being taken
advantage of.

How well someone does after injur y = how severe the injur y is

+ what par t of the brain is dama ged

+ the strategies the y use to g et around 

problems

+ the suppor t the y have
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CHAPTER 4

How Does Brain Injury Affect Family Members?

Chapter 4 How Does Brain Injur y Aff ect Famil y Member s?

For most family members, lif e is not the same after TBI. We want you to know that you are
not alone in what you are feeling. Other people who have family members with TBI may be

having the same problems that you do. While everyone’s situation is a bit different,there are some
common problems that many family members experience.

■ Less time for yourself: Since the injury, you likely have had very little time for your-
self, to do the things you enjoy or to relax. Much of your energy has probably gone
into taking care of your family member. You probably feel tired constantly, but can’t
get any rest.

■ Financial difficulties: If your family member has not been able to return to work, you
may have less money to support your household. You also probably have a lot of med-
ical bills piling up. People also have difficulty applying for and getting disability
income (SSDI).

■ Role changes:People in your family probably no longer have the same roles. In other
words, the same people don’t necessarily have the same responsibilities they did
before. For example, someone who stayed home to take care of the house before injury
may now have to work. Someone who worked before may have to stay home to take
care of the person with injury. There may not be enough people to help with chores,
grocery shopping, etc.

■ Problems with communication: People in your family may not talk to each other as
well as they did before injury. They may seem to have trouble talking about their feel-
ings. Things may be so busy that you just don’t have much time to spend with other
family members. It may seem that the family only gets together to solve the next prob-
lem,and not to just enjoy being together.

■ Lack of support from other family members and friends:Soon after injury, you prob-
ably got a lot of help from other people. As time went on,the amount of help you
received may have become less. Other family members and friends may come around
less. They may not seem to understand what you’re going through. They may not
understand some of the changes in your injured family member. People may seem to
be critical of the way you’re handling things. They may give you a lot of advice that
isn’t really helpful.

These are just some of the problems that family members may face after injury. Your family may
be facing other problems that we haven’t talked about. Sometimes these problems can seem too
much and you may become overwhelmed, not seeing any way out. Other people in your situation
experience similar feelings. Here is a list of some common feelings that family members report:
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Chapter 4 How Does Brain Injur y Aff ect Famil y Member s?

■ Feeling sad or down: Many family members report
that they feel down a lot; sometimes,they are not sure
why. They may not enjoy the things they used to. They
may have a lot less energy. They may sleep too much
or not be able to sleep at all. Some people cry more eas-
ily. They may start spending a lot of time alone, pre-
ferring not to be with other people.

■ Feeling anxious or nervous: Some family members
report being nervous all the time. They may worry
about something all the time. Some common things
that people worry about are finances,
the future, and the health and well-
being of their injured family member.
Other people may feel nervous all the
time, without being sure why.

■ Feeling Angry: You may be surprised
to learn that many family members
feel angry after the injury. They may
be angry at many different people.
Some feel angry at doctors or other
professionals who they don’t think are providing enough care. Others feel angry at
other family members or at friends who give advice but don’t seem to understand what
they’re going through. Still others are angry at their injured family member for not try-
ing hard enough or for not appreciating what is being done to help them. Some people
are just angry at the world, questioning why this terrible thing has happened to them.

■ Feeling guilty:Guilt is a common feeling that family members have after the injury.
Some family members blame themselves for the injury, thinking that they somehow
could have prevented it. Others feel guilty that they cannot keep up with the things that
need to be done from day to day. Some family members feel guilty about the anger
they feel; they tell themselves they should be glad their loved one is alive, and they
don’t feel they have a right to be angry. Others feel that the injury is a punishment for
something they did in the past. 

■ Feeling frustrated: Frustration is a very common feeling among family members.
There are lots of things to be frustrated about. Some of the things that most frustrate
people are:not being able to get the services they need; not having enough time to do
things; feeling that others don’t understand what they’re going through; dealing with
the fact that their loved one cannot do the same things they did before.

Since the injury I have been so grate-
ful that Judy is alive. But I also feel
angry at her because she is so
demanding and doesn’t seem to
understand all that I’m doing for her.
I really feel guilty for feeling this
way.
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Since the injury, your life has probably revolved around your loved
one. Because you care about them,you try to make sure they have

everything they need and that they are happy in spite of their problems.
You may also have other people to take care of, maybe small children
or elderly family members. You probably find that you spend most of
your time working, caring for others, and trying to run the household.
Very little time, if any, is spent caring for your own needs. You may say
that you cannot afford to take any time for yourself.
We would like to convince you that you can’t
afford not to pay attention to your needs. Here is
why.

Since the injury, you have likely been under a great
deal of stress. A little stress is part of life, but stress
that goes on for a long time can have a negative
effect on the mind and body. Stress is related to
medical problems such as heart disease, cancer,
and stroke. Stress can make you do things less well
because it affects your ability to concentrate, to be
organized, and to think clearly. Stress also has a negative effect on your relationships with other
people because it makes you irritable, less patient,and more likely to lash out at others. Stress can
lead to depression and/or anxiety.

If you are under constant stress,you are not going to
be as helpful to your injured family member or any-
one else. If you do not take the time to rest and care
for yourself, you will get fewer things done, which
will lead to more stress. If you won’t do this for your-
self, do it for your injured family member. They will
be better off if you are healthy and happy. 

Here are some suggestions for ways to reduce stress,stay healthy, and enjoy your life more. These
things have worked for many people, but not all of them may work for you. However, they may
help you to think of things that will work. The important thing is that you begin thinking about
ways to improve your life. 

LEARN TO RELAX.  
Taking a few moments to relax can help you be more ready for the things you need to do. Learning
to relax is not easy, especially in your current situation. Even when you finally sit down at the end
of a long day, your body and mind are probably not in a relaxed state. You are probably thinking
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For a long time after the injury I
thought that if I worked extra hard
I could get all the problems solved.
Then I realized that the stress was
making me have headaches and
stomach aches. I ended up getting
less things done because I felt bad.
I decided to make taking care of
myself a priority.

Stress can ha ve negative
effects on the mind and bod y.
You will be a better caregiver
if y ou take the time to reduce
stress.
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about what you need to do tomorrow or how to solve a problem. You need to train your body and
mind to get into a relaxed state. Here are some techniques that may help. Find the one that works
best for you.

■ Focused breathing: When you are stressed or upset,your breathing becomes quick
and shallow. You begin taking short breaths from your chest rather than breathing
deeply from your diaphragm (the muscle between the chest and abdomen that helps
with breathing). Taking full breaths from your diaphragm puts your body in a relaxed
state. Try the following exercise (Caudill,1995):

Relaxation Exercise

1. Lie down on your back in a comfortable place. 

2. Put your hands just below your belly button.

3. Close your eyes and imagine a balloon inside your abdomen.

4. Inhale fully (but not too deep), and imagine the balloon filling with air. 

5. Exhale slowly, and imagine the balloon collapsing (you can also imagine all 

the stress leaving your body).

Try this exercise several times during the day. Once you get the hang of it,you can do it sitting
down or standing up as well as lying down. 

■ Muscle Tensing and Relaxing:The purpose of this exercise is for you to understand
the difference between the way your muscles feel when you are tense and the way they
feel when you are relaxed (Caudill,1995). 
1. Lie down on your back in a comfortable place and close your eyes. 
2. Curl and tense the toes of one of your feet as you breathe in,then relax them as 

you breathe out. Notice the difference in tension as you relax. Repeat this with the 
toes of your other foot.

3. Repeat this exercise with other body parts (see page 34 for instructions on other
body parts). 

Chapter 5 Ways To Reduce Stress
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■ Use a focus word or phrase:This exercise can
help you to clear your mind of negative
thoughts and stress. Choose a focus word or
phrase. Some people choose a word that has
positive meaning for them (e.g., “peace”).
Others choose something that’s just easy to
remember, like a number (“one”). Take full
deep breaths from your diaphragm. Say the
focus word to yourself each time you breathe
out. 

■ Visual Imagery: Lie down in a comfortable,
quiet place and imagine yourself in a place
where you feel calm and relaxed. It can be a place that you’ve been before or a place
you’ve always imagined would make you feel relaxed. For example, you can imagine
yourself on a beach, lying in the cool sand, feeling the sun on your face, and hearing
the water lap against the shore. Try to imagine all that is there-the feel of the sand, the
sound of the water, the smells of salt water. If a beach does not seem relaxing to you,
pick another place.  

In order to train your body and mind to relax,you need to
practice often. Don’t give up if it doesn’t work right away.
If you keep practicing these techniques,you will feel more
relaxed in the long run, and you will find that you’re able
to function better in all areas of your life.  

LEARN WHICH COPING STRA TEGIES WORK FOR YOU. 
No matter what was going on in your life before, the injury has caused changes. You are coping
with these changes the best way that you know how. The way that you cope with these changes
likely depends on how you’ve coped with other difficult situations in your life. You probably tend
to use strategies that have worked for you in the past,and this is a good thing to do. However,
you may never have experienced anything similar to the injury, and some of your usual coping
strategies may not work in your current situation. The best thing that you can do for yourself is
to be open to trying new ways of coping. You may have to try several different things before you
find the best one. Also remember that different situations call for different strategies.

To help you find the best strategies for different situations,do the following exercise. Make a list
of stressful situations that you are facing (you can use the “Evaluate Your Coping Skills”table in
the Appendix). Next to each one, list the strategies you’ve used to cope with that situation. Next,
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Practice relaxing. Don’t
give up if it doesn’t w ork
the fir st time .
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describe what happened when you tried that strategy. If the
result was positive, then that strategy is probably a good
one for you. If the result was negative, then you know that
you should try another strategy. In deciding whether the
result of a strategy was positive or negative, you should
pay attention to what happened when you used it and to
how you felt when you used it. Did you feel good afterward, or did it lead to more stress for you? 

Researchers have asked family members how they’ve coped with injury. While every family
member is different, here are some strategies that other family members have found helpful.
Some might work for you,and you can add your own to this list.

COPING STRATEGIES THAT OTHER FAMIL Y MEMBERS HAVE 
FOUND HELPFUL (Willer et al.,1991) 

■ Taking time for yourself 
■ Participating in Support Groups
■ Maintaining a sense of humor
■ Being more assertive
■ Trying to see things realistically 
■ Being careful not to blame everything on the injury
■ Redefining roles and responsibilities

LEARN HOW TO SOLVE PROBLEMS BETTER. 
Sometimes you may feel overwhelmed by problems. There may be so many problems that you’re
not sure which one to tackle first. You can only solve one problem at a time, so pick one. Use the
problem solving steps below to find a good solution. Try to choose a smaller problem to solve
first. This will give you practice and make you more confident of solving bigger problems. If you
deal with problems in this way, they may seem easier to handle.  

Chapter 5 Ways To Reduce Stress

Evaluate y our coping
skills using the c har t on
page 35.
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Steps in Pr oblem Solving

I. Identify the pr oblem 
What is the problem? Define it as clearly and specifically as possible. Remember that you
can only solve one problem at a time. In many situations, you will be faced with more than 1
problem, or with problems that have many different parts. Start with one problem. If that prob-
lem has many parts, it may be best to break it down into parts. For example, a problem may
be that your family member cannot work, so you must find a job. But you are having difficul-
ty getting started because your resume is 10 years old, you have nowhere to leave the chil-
dren during the day, and your family member has weekly doctor’s appointments. All these
things may be preventing you from getting a job, but you can only attack one problem at a
time. Pick the one that you think will be easiest to solve.That will give you confidence in your-
self and make it easier to go after the tougher problems.

II. Brainstorm solutions.
What can be done? Think of as many things as you can. Don’t worry about whether they
sound silly or realistic. This is the time to think about all possibilities, even the ones that you
don’t think will happen. Be creative.

III. Evaluate the alternatives.
Now you will start thinking about the consequences of the ideas you came up with in Step
2. For each idea, make a list of positives on one side of the page and a list of negatives on
the other side. If you want this to work, be honest about the positives and negatives. It won’t
work if you try to fix things so that your favorite solution “wins.”

IV. Choose a solution.
Pick the solution that had the best consequences based on your list of positives and nega-
tives. Keep in mind that more positives than negatives is not always the best rule. Sometimes
you will have 1 negative that outweighs many positives. For example, you may have come
up with the idea of taking some courses to increase your job skills in order to solve your prob-
lem of needing a job. There may be many positive consequences of taking these courses.
The one negative consequence may be that the courses will cost money and your financial
situation is already bad.This negative consequence may carry more weight than all the pos-
itive ones.

V. Try the solution out.
Try out the idea you have chosen. Give it more than one chance to work. If it doesn’t work
right away, try to figure out why. Was there some consequence you didn’t think of? Is there
another problem in the way that could be easily solved?

VI. If 1st solution doesn’t w ork, try another one .
Don’t give up. Everything doesn’t always work out the first time.You can learn from your mis-
takes; they may help you to choose a better solution next time.



LEARN HOW TO OVERCOME NEGATIVE THINKING .
Everyone has negative thoughts now and then. It is normal for you to have negative feelings about
the injury and the unexpected changes it has caused in your life. However, negative thoughts can
become a problem when they stop you from being able to reach your goals,hurt your relation-
ships with other people, and lead you to feel badly about yourself and your life. 

You can overcome negative thinking if you understand the effect that
thoughts can have on what you feel and what you do. Take the fol-
lowing example. Your friend says to you, “I know a great hairstylist
and I’ll give you the phone number.” How would you feel if you
thought that your friend meant that your hair is looking terrible and
you need some help? Now think about how you would feel if you
thought that your friend was really excited about this great hairstylist
and wants to share her with other people she cares about. In this situ-
ation,you would feel differently depending on how you thought about
what was said. The way you think can also affect what you do. For
example, you may tend to pull away from your friend if you have neg-
ative thoughts about what she said. 

The way you think has a lot of power in your life. The good news is that your thoughts are one
of the few things you can control. You cannot always control what goes on in your life, but you’re
the only one who can control how you think about things. What you say to yourself about things
can make a difference. Here are some common thoughts that can have a negative effect on what
you feel and do (Burns,1989). 

■ All or nothing thinking: thinking that if things don’t go perfectly, it’s a complete fail-
ure; example:“I missed a day of exercise, so I may as well give up and not exercise at
all.”

■ Overgeneralization: seeing a single bad event
as meaning that things have always been bad
and will always be bad in the future; example:
“My husband’s disability claim was denied the
1st time we tried. I guess we’ll never be able to
get any financial help.”

■ Focusing on the negative and ignoring the positive: People tend to pick on one neg-
ative event to remember, while forgetting all the positive things that have happened.
For example, if you’ve gotten many compliments on your new haircut, you’ll still
focus on the one person who said they didn’t like it. Even if most of your friends and
family have told you what a great job you’ve been doing since the injury, you will like-
ly focus on the one person who reminded you of something you forgot to do. 
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What y ou sa y to y our self
about things can make a
diff erence .
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■ “Should”, “Ha ve to”, and “Must” statements:These are things people say to them-
selves that are not true or rational. Some examples are: “I should not make mistakes.”;
“I have to reach all the goals I set for myself.” “Everybody must be happy with me at
all times.” Because these statements are not true, you are setting yourself up for fail-
ure. You will eventually make a mistake, events will prevent you from reaching all of
your goals,and everyone will not be happy with you at all times. When these things
happen,you may think that you are a terrible person,that someone else is a terrible
person,or that lif e is awful. These thoughts will have a negative effect on what you feel
and do. 

To increase positive thinking, try to recognize
when you are having negative and irrational
thoughts. Then tell yourself something positive to
replace the negative thought. For example, if you
catch yourself saying “I should not have forgotten
that doctor’s appointment this morning” stop for a
moment. Instead, tell yourself “I have remembered
all of the other appointments we have had this
week. I have many more things to remember than I
used to,and I am bound to forget some things at
times. I will do better next time.” Use the chart
“Evaluating Thoughts”in the back of this book to identify common thoughts that you have and

replace them with positive ones. Remember, thinking is
very powerful: changing your thoughts will allow you to
better control your life. You will still have some negative
thoughts,but they will not control your life.

LEARN HOW TO REWARD YOURSELF.
Everyone needs something to look forward to. You’ll probably say, “I have
no time; it’s impossible.” Just remember that you will be more ready to do
the things you have to do if you take some time to do some things that you
want to do. Even if you have very limited time, you can find some small
way to reward yourself. Promise yourself a bubble bath at the end of a long
day. Take a walk around the block. Or have a cup of
your favorite coffee or hot chocolate. If your schedule
is very hectic, you may need to write this time into it.
This will also give you something to look forward to.
Don’t be surprised if you feel guilty at first for taking
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L I didn’t get everything 
done today that I wanted to.

☺ I got a lot of things done 
today.

Replace negative thoughts
with positive ones.

Track your negative
thoughts b y using the
char t on pa ge 36.

Everyday I save 20 minutes to take
a bubble bath. This reward helps me
to get through the day.
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this time. This guilt is the result of negative thinking (“I should always be doing something for
my loved one or getting something accomplished.”). Ignore the voice in your head that tells you
this. You deserve to have your own time, and you will be a better caregiver if you take it. 

LEARN HOW TO COMMUNICA TE YOUR NEEDS TO OTHERS.
If you’re like most people, you have a hard time asking others for help. This is because we often
think we should be able to do everything on our own. However, the injury was something that you
didn’t expect and it is natural for you to have difficulty handling everything by yourself. Many
people might be willing to help,but they may not think to offer help. It is also important for you
to let others know when you don’t want advice or help. Other family members or friends may
constantly give you advice that isn’t useful because they don’t understand your situation. Others
may even criticize the way you care for your injured family member. It is important for you to
clearly communicate to them that you are doing the best you can and that things are more stress-
ful for you when others criticize you. When communicating your needs to others,be clear and use
words that won’t make them feel blamed. Use sentences that start with “I” rather then “You.” For
example, say “I f eel badly when you tell me I’m not doing a good job” instead of “You really
make me mad when you criticize me.” Also let them know what would help you or make you feel
better. For example, you could say, “I’m having trouble doing everything well because I have to
do so many things at once. Is there something you’d be willing to help me with?”

Chapter 5 Ways To Reduce Stress
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Abrain injury can change the way the entire family functions. Your family is probably not
exactly the same as it was before the injury. However, your family life can still be pleasant;

it will just be different. Here are some common changes and what you can do to help adjust to
them. 

CHANGING R OLES
You may not have thought about it before injury, but everybody in your family probably had a
special role that they filled. Some worked and earned money, some took care of the house, and
some made financial decisions. Other roles may have been more emotional in nature. For exam-
ple, someone may have been the person who made everyone else laugh in hard times. Someone
else may have been the “rock” in the family, who everybody turned to in times of trouble. The
injury has likely changed a lot of these roles. Your family member who was injured may no longer
be able to fill the same roles. Other family members may try to take over those roles. Many times
this leads to role strain,which means that each person in the family is trying to fill too many roles.
Family members can become overwhelmed and can become sick, either physically or mentally.

■ What to do about changing roles:Accept that roles must change after the injury. Get
your whole family together. Discuss what needs to be done and how things can be
divided up. Be sure to involve your injured family member in the conversation and
have them take on some responsibilities. They need to continue to make a positive con-
tribution to the family.

PROBLEMS COMMUNICA TING WITH EA CH OTHER. 
Things have probably been so hectic since the injury that there is very little time to talk to each
other. Often it seems that everything is about the injury now, and family members may not know
what else is going on in each others’ lives. Everyone may have similar feelings about the injury
and what has happened, but they may feel alone in these feelings. Some family members may feel
that it’s not O.K. to talk about the injury. Even small children in the family will have feelings
about what has happened and they need to feel understood. Sometimes the person with injury has
problems that may make it hard for them to communicate with other family members. 

■ How to improve communication: Set aside times when family members can get
together and share what’s been going on in their lives. For example, you can schedule
a sit down dinner together once a week. This will let you enjoy each other’s company
as a family again. Let all family members know that it’s O.K. to talk about the injury,
even if some of their feelings are negative. Find new ways to communicate with the
injured family member that get around any problems they have. For example, if they
have trouble speaking, have them write down what they want to say.

Chapter 6 Will My F amil y Ever Get Bac k to Normal?

CHAPTER 6
Will My Family Ever Get Back to Normal?
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LESS AFFECTION AMONG FAMIL Y MEMBERS:
This problem may be related to communication problems. Family members have less time to
spend together and talk to each other. Thus, they may show affection for each other less.
Sometimes family members may feel less affection for the person with injury because of physi-
cal or emotional changes. For example, if the person with injury throws temper tantrums often
other family members may feel less affection for them.  

■ How to increase affection in the family: The same suggestions for improving com-
munication can work here. Set aside some time to spend with your family members
doing things not related to the injury. A fun activity is to get some old picture albums
out and look at those. This will allow you to remember the fun times you’ve shared as
a family. Accept that it is normal to not feel affection for the person with injury at times.
That doesn’t mean that you love them any less. 
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Early after the injury, you probably had lots of help. Your loved one was still getting a lot of
medical care. There were a lot of professionals around to answer your questions. You also

probably had a lot of friends and family offering their help. As time has gone by, you may have
less help. You may not know where to turn for certain services. Here is a list of places that you
can go to for help with different things. Most of the places are in Houston,but if you call they
may be able to tell you about a place closer to where you live. In addition to these places,local
churches are often a good source of support.   

Resources

ADVOCACY, INFORMATION, & GENERAL HELP

Advocacy, Inc. ....................................................................713-974-7691 or 1-800-880-0821
Brain Injury Association of Texas........................................512-326-1212 or 1-800-392-0040
Houston Center for Independent Living..............................713-974-4621
Mental Health Association of Greater Houston ................713-522-5161 
Disability Services of the Southwest ..................................713-981-6777
Texas Brain Injury Network

Contact person:Cheryl Amoruso............................713-627-9239

MEDICAL  CARE

Harris County Hospital District-Gold Card ........................713-678-1003
University of Texas Medical 

Branch (Galveston)..................................................409-772-1011
Veteran’s Administration Hospital......................................713-791-1414

DENTAL CARE

University of Texas Dental School......................................713-500-4000
Harris County Hospital District Dental Clinic....................713-757-0572

VISUAL CARE

University of Houston School of Optometry ......................713-743-2000
Lighthouse of Houston........................................................713-284-8402

SPEECH AND HEARING

University of Houston Speech & Hearing Clinic................713-743-2898
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MEDICAL  EQUIPMENT

Private Equipment Companies-contact through insurance, Medicare, or Medicaid
Home Health Agencies-contact through insurance, Medicare, or Medicaid
Harris County Hospital District 
Social Work Dept..................................................................713-793-2535
Houston Equipment Recycling Coalition

Contact person:Ellie Childs ..................................1-281-534-6096

ATTENDANT CARE

Sheltering Arms....................................................................713-956-1888
Family Service Center..........................................................713-861-4849
Texas Department of Human Services................................713-692-1635
Integrity Homecare Services................................................713-827-1249

ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY

The University of Texas Assistive Technology Project.......512-471-7621

CRISIS

Crisis Hotline........................................................................713-468-5463
or ..............................................................................1-800-SUICIDE

DRIVING

Driver Rehabilitation Services,p.c. ....................................713-722-0667

EMOTIONAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL , & SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Mental Health & Mental Retardation Authority ................713-970-7000
MHMRA Neuropsychiatric Center......................................713-970-7070
Family Service Center..........................................................713-861-4849
Houston Area Women’s Center. ..........................................713-528-2121
Harris County Psychiatric Center........................................713-741-5000
Houston Council on Alcoholism & Drug Abuse.................713-942-4100
Christian Family Services....................................................713-681-9598
Chicano Family Services......................................................713-923-2316
Associated Catholic Charities..............................................713-526-4611
University of Houston Psycyhological Servicces................281-283-3330
University of Texas Health Sciences Center of Houston....713-500-3010

EDUCATION & EMPLOYMENT

Texas Rehabilitation Commission......................................713-977-2613
Social Security Work Incentives..........................................1-800-772-1213
Texas Work Force Commission..........................................713-956-4170
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Texas Education Agency ......................................................1-800-252-9668
Career & Recovery Resources............................................713-754-7000
Goodwill Industries..............................................................713-692-6221
MHMRA Vocational Services.............................................713-970-7000
University of Houston Center for 

Students with Disabilities........................................713-743-5400

FINANCIAL

Social Security Administration (SSI & SSDI)....................1-800-772-1213
Medicaid................................................................................1-800-252-8263
Medicare Part A ....................................................................1-800-813-88?8
Medicare Part B....................................................................1-800-442-2620
Crime Victims Assistance....................................................1-800-983-9933
Texas Workers’ Compensation Commission......................1-800-452-9595
Food Stamps..........................................................................713-767-2000
Houston Food Bank..............................................................713-223-3700
Energy Assistance Programs

Reliant Energy SHARE Program ...........................713-665-3600
Sheltering Arms Energy Assistance Program........713-956-1888
Emergency Aid Coalition........................................713-522-0667

TRANSPORTATION

Public Transit (Metro)—Half Fare for the Disabled ..........713-635-4000
Paratransit System (Metrolift & Freedom Pass) ................713-225-0119
Texas Rehabilitation Commission......................................713-862-5294
Medicaid Transportation for Medical Appointments..........713-767-3100
American Red Cross (Local & Long Distance)..................713-526-8300

HOUSING

Houston Housing Opportunities..........................................713-644-8488
Housing & Urban Development (homes)............................1-800-569-4287
Section 8................................................................................713-260-0600
Repairs to Home

Sheltering Arms ......................................................713-956-1888
United Way of the Texas Gulf Coast......................713-957-HELP

Personal Care Homes...........................................................713-794-9001or1-800-252-8016
(Harris County Area Agency on Aging)
Ask for Long-Term Care Ombudsmen
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Apartments
Independence Hall..................................................713-692-6237
Heights Manor........................................................713-862-1981
Rolling Brook..........................................................1-800-466-7722
Ability Resources....................................................817-377-1046
Noah’s House..........................................................713-541-4148

Supported Living
Pine Tree Lodge ......................................................281-487-3113

Shelters
Houston Area Women’s Center..............................713-528-6798
Coalition for the Homeless......................................713-739-7514
SEARCH..................................................................713-739-7752
Bay Area Women’s Center......................................281-424-3300
Star of Hope

Families ..............................................................713-748-0700 Ext. 312
Women................................................................713-748-0700 Ext. 440
Men......................................................................713-227-8900

INTERNET WEBSITES

www.biausa.org
www.tbichat.org
www.caregiver.org
www.tbims.org
www.braininjuryresearch.org

LEGAL

Equal Opportunity Employment Commission (ADA) ......1-800-669-3362
Adult or Child Protective Services......................................1-800-252-5400
Guardianship

Probate Court............................................................713-755-6090
Guardianship Handbook..........................................713-522-5161

(Provided by the Mental Health Association
of Greater Houston)

LEISURE & RECREATION

Multiservice Centers ............................................................713-284-1973
TIRR Sports..........................................................................713-799-5000

SUPPORT GROUPS

Challenge Brain Injury Support Group
Contact:Lyn Cone..................................................713- 729-5162

Brain Injury Association of Texas........................................512-326-1212 or 1-800-392-0040
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MUSCLE TENSING AND RELAXING EXERCISE

• Flex your foot toward you head as you breathe in,then relax it as you breathe out.  Repeat with
your other foot.

• Extend your leg at the knee as you breathe in.  Relax it as you breathe out.  Repeat with your
other knee.

• Tense your buttock as you breathe in.  Relax it as you breathe out.  Repeat with your other but-
tock.

• Tense your stomach muscles as you breathe in.  Relax them as you breathe out.  

• Flex your hand toward your shoulder as you breathe in.  Relax it as you breathe out.  Repeat
with your other hand.    

• Extend your arm at the elbow as you breathe in.  Relax it as you breathe out.  Repeat with your
other arm.  

• Tense you shoulder muscles as you breathe in.  Relax it as you breathe out.  Repeat with your
other shoulder.  

• Tense your neck muscles by bending your head back as far as it can go.  Relax.  

• Stretch your mouth into a big smile.  Relax it.  

• Wrinkle your nose.  Relax it.  

• Tense your forehead muscles by opening your eyes wide as if someone surprised you.  Relax
them.  

Remember to take deep full breaths from your diaphragm.  Try to imagine the stress leaving your
body as you relax your muscles and breathe out.   
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